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Summary
Climatic planning starts from and intentionally influences the microclimate of a
given site. Climatic planning requires knowledge in building physics and
climatology as well as a sense for the cultural dimensions in the interaction between
man and climate. I discuss how climatic questions have been addressed in research
and planning in general, and I analyze methods of and criteria for planning with
reference to thermal comfort, solar access and wind in particular. Finally I present
some examples primarily concerning outdoor climate and housing environments.

La planification climatique a comrne point de dCpart, et influence intentionnellement,
le microclimat d'un site donnCe. Elle demande des connaissances de la physique du
biitiment et de la climatologie ainsi qu'une sensibilitk aux dimensions culturelles de
l'interaction de l'homme avec le climat. Je traite de la manihe dont ont CtC abordCs
les sujets climatiques dans la recherche et la planification en gCnCral, et analyse en
particulier les mCthodes et les critkres pour la planification par rapport au confort
thermique, h l'ensoleillement et aux vents. Finalement je prCsente quelques
exemples, visant principalement le climat extCrieur et l'environnement de l'habitat

Introduction
The climate sets limits for human beings directly and indirectly. Their immediate
survival, but also cultivation and other vital resources all depend on it. By means of
heating and transportation techniques these limits have been successively stretched,
and the human race's relationship to climate and the natural world have changed
greatly. Acceptable levels of comfort rise, and we live more and more of our lives in
pleasant indoor climates suited to our needs and desires. However, the external
climate - sunshine and wind - represents natural values that continue to have a
physical and symbolic meaning in our everyday lives.
Put in simple terms, planning the outdoor climate means to influence and be
influenced by variations between sun and shadow, shelter from the wind and
exposure to it. Criteria for solar access and wind shelter are means not to control but
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to modify the climate. Wind criteria are basically criteria of comfort, and criteria for
solar access, 'solar values', have solar warmth as their main motive. Practically,
however, they must be applied with a more comprehensive view of the climate,
which calls not only for a knowledge of physics but also for a sense of symbolism.
The local climate is a starting point and perhaps also a source of inspiration. In a
narrow view, climatic criteria can function as an eco-label; in a wider perspective
they could be a source of information in planning.
How can climatic planning be further developed in practice? What sort of
knowledge could be contributed by research on man's interaction with the climate?
The present paper aims to address these questions from various points of view.
These underlie my descriptive review of how climatic matters have been treated in
research and planning. I pause, in particular, to consider examples that affect the
exterior climate and surroundings, and time spent outdoors. More concretely, I
analyze justifications for, and the application of, methods and criteria for design with
respect to sun and wind conditions. The problem is linked to the current questions
concerning quality in building and the relationship between quantifiable and
unquantifiable qualities in physical surroundings. In practice, how should the latter
be detected, described and achieved?
My method of investigation is to combine the two areas of knowledge I have done
research in - climatic planning and use of dwellings. Both are intended to provide a
basis for drawing practical conclusions that can be used in planning, and as criteria of
some sort. Demands for solar access in dwellings were developed out of housing and
planning research and stated in the former Swedish building code, while criteria for
thermal comfort and winds were derived from climatic research. What is known
about subjective climate has been shown mostly by straightforward experiments and
laboratory work. However, housing research has developed a wider view of people.
Their surroundings are not merely seen as physical but also as social and cultural.
Some older studies of residents' use of the exterior surroundings of housing estates
addressed climate, but for the most part theory and practice have neglected it. I hope
that my combination of climatic planning and dwelling use can offer a more subtle
view of people concerning climatic planning, and a better thought-out view of
climate in housing planning.

Climatic values
Climate is an abstraction with many meanings that breed misunderstandings. While
it signifies the typical variation in the component elements of climate, it is also used
to signify conditions on a given occasion; roughly speaking the weather. Climatic
variations are both random and periodical; and they are described statistically with
different temporal units, e.g. seconds, hours, years, and for different geographical
regions. The aim of any climatic description defines the scales used to express it. In
housing and planning the concept of microclimate is used with scales suited to
people and their buildings. Official weather data and map scales generally conceal
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variations that are significant for individual activities and experiences. When we
move from windward to leeward, out of the sun into the shade, and want to describe
what we experience, we use minutes and rneters as the most fitting measures. They
are suitable, too, for describing the climate that can be affected predictably by the
form and grouping of buildings.
Dynamic climatic processes can be described as different forms of energy and mass
exchange. People affect and are affected directly by the climate, by solar radiation,
convection and conduction, in interplay with the physiological processes of the body.
Unaware of some of them, we feel and notice others, for example heat and cold, or
the pressure of the wind. We see glare and hear leaves rustling, but these are really
only the effects of climatic processes on our physical surroundings. Weather and
seasonal variations indirectly influence potential activities and experiences by
changing the physical structure of the surroundings.
The interaction between man and climate is evaluated primarily in terms of comfort
and health. The idea of comfort really means an absence of the physically
unpleasant; thermal comfort corresponds to a sense of being neither too warm nor too
cold, and wind comfort corresponds to a sense that the wind is neither blustery nor
too chilly; what is called visual comfort is not dealt with here. Comfort is assessed
subjectively or from observed behaviour: it could be anything from sweat rate to a
choice of clothing. Climate is also evaluated in terms of performance of different
kind - reading, memorizing, problem solving. Health refers to a complex entity
whereas, in an experiment, comfort, and even more so performances are limited in
time and perspective.
The interaction between man, climate and the physical structures has biological,
material and cultural dimensions. The biological one, with which we integrate
consciously and unconsciously, functions without regard to our wishes or choices
and includes the climate's direct and physical influences on mental conditions, bodily
activity and experiences; for example, the influence of daylight on the diurnal
variations of body temperature, or a wind so strong that it blows people over. This
interaction follows given laws. Our awareness of comfort varies between situations
and individuals in ways that physical and biological terms cannot adequately explain.
Yet, the material dimension, which exists in physical structures - for example ice to
skate on, conditions for cultivation, energy potentials - must always be activated or
evaluated by people. The cultural dimension comprises what we know and have
experienced: this mediates what we notice and evaluate and what we can use in our
surroundings, including the climate itself.
In housing research and planning one can speak of practical and hygienic values. It
may be noted in passing that an official publication on housing was called Practical
and Hygienic Dwellings, (Praktiska och hygieniska bostader, 1921). These aspects
dominated housing research for almost fifty years.
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Other values, for example social, aesthetic and symbolic ones, i.e., values of meaning
and content, are now emphasized. The material and biological dimensions can also
be said to refer to practical and hygienic values in a given cultural context. The
cultural dimension in the interplay between man and climate has been neglected in
climatic research, which has concentrated on biological links subject to natural laws.
However, I want to emphasize the cultural dimension and symbolic values of the
climate.
Symbolic values, formed by knowledge and experience, stimulate thought and arouse
emotions. They influence what we experience as climatically healthy, pleasant,
useful or otherwise meaningful. The climate also informs us as to the passage of
time and about itself. This makes sense to us: we can interpret it in hygienic and
practical terms. The climate's affective values can be termed symbolic as opposed to
real values. They can be taken from one context to another, where they may become
practically or hygienically irrelevant. This may account for why Swedes sit outdoors
on chilly days in a pale early spring sunshine. Individuals probably feel that most
affective symbolic values have a genuine hygienic or practical reference point:
perhaps those who like to take a sauna enjoy the heat shock because they believe it
promotes health. This experience, however, cannot be explained in the usual terms
of comfort. Maybe this is healthy -because it is felt to be so.
Sunshine and wind are the most significant elements of outdoor climate. They are
associated with what is natural, indoor surroundings with what is artificial and
manmade. In the natural world, what embodies values? The mechanisms of the
human body are adapted to gravity, variations in light and so on. From this, it is a
short step to believe in a 'psychological correspondence', an evolutionary
inheritance. The explanation of the Swedes' spontaneous liking for the natural world
and direct contact with sun and wind, could thus be found somewhere between
biochemistry and psychology.
It is well known that small climatic variations stimulate the body functions regulating
the internal heat balance and the relationship between daylight and the rhythms of
core temperature and alertness. But exactly how are we affected by the random
variations of the weather? The difference we experience between the quality of the
varying outdoor climate and the sameness of the indoor climate can only partly be
explained in biological and physical terms. Most research in this field is laboratory
research, analyzing indoor or extreme outdoor conditions. How the naturally varying
outdoor climate differs from stable conditions biologically speaking is not clear.
Like other functions of the body the brain also needs the stimulus of a varying
information or energy flow. Theoretically, a constant climate cannot be sensed.
According to unverified information, human beings can freeze to death without
realizing it through a continuous and very slow decrease in the surrounding
temperature. Life is a balance between stress and boredom, thrilling uncertainty and
safe familiarity. The outdoor climate - the weather - includes these two sides with
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its mixture of regularity and surprise. The weather is always news. What would
time be without the ever-changing climate?
Climate and culture

General theories about the climate's importance for individual health and the wellbeing of communities were formulated by Hippocrates around 350 BC. Some three
centuries later, Vitruvius (1960) reformulated them as rules for placing buildings in
relation to sun and wind.
In writing about climate, Montesquieu (1990) follows Hippocrates (1948) and
suggests that climatic laws regulate the interplay between individuals in a community
and the natural conditions of their surroundings. He makes geographical and
historical comparisons and finds that, in the North, the cold climate toughens people;
its seasonal changes stimulate them to plan, anticipate and save; and further it gives
birth to their free, democratic form of government. He also notes, and Swedes have
tended to agree with him, how the lively southerner differs in temperament from the
deliberate, hidebound northerner because of climate.
During the 19th century, the great discoveries of the natural sciences stimulated more
systematic historical and geographical comparisons between natural conditions and
social development. Elaborated in the English-speaking world, this scientific
tendency was called environmentalism. At the start of the 20th century, one of its
foremost proponents, the American geographer Ellsworth Huntington, devoted
himself to general theories about the significance of the climate for the development
of civilization (Huntington, 1935). By comparing statistics of variations in various
sorts of working efficiency with climatic variations he concluded that optimal
climatic conditions obtain when 'climatic energy' is greatest. His ideal, an average
temperature between 4°C and 18°C and a large number of transient low-pressure
areas, was most closely met by British weather, an observation that agreed nicely
with his opinion as to where civilization had its geographical focal point. His global
theories are no longer accepted, since they were overruled by technical and economic
changes. On the individual level, climatic research has nevertheless specified
precisely the ideal conditions for performance and comfort: they can now be
provided indoors anywhere in the world.
During the 1950s and 1960s, environmentalism was criticized for its mechanical and
deterministic view of 'development' and man's interaction with his physical
surroundings; so were housing researchers and planners. The geographical and
biological theories about the significance of natural conditions for social
development, however, still inspire architects and planners. Why do people build
houses? The immediate answer is: for protection against the climate. Vernacular
architecture has been seen as the product of an evolutionary process in which its most
suitable forms have survived. Traditional buildings have thus been regarded as a
source of knowledge on how to design with respect to local climatic conditions.
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Environmentalism has recovered its positive associations. Hippocrates is credited for
having fathered not only medicine but also the 'ecological paradigm', (Boyden,
1987). But the general question of the overall significance of the climate is no longer
asked as he, Montesquieu or Huntington asked it. The once simple association climate affects the development of society - has been turned on its head. How
much do people now affect it? Traditional buildings, and theories about climate and
the development of society, suggest how relatively far people in much of the world
have come in making themselves independent from the exterior climate. However
civilization can hardly be said to have moved still further northward. Utopias of
Arctic dwelling have multiplied, but only on architects' drawing boards. Civilization
now demands so much energy that moving further towards the poles, where the
natural world is even less able to digest human rubbish than in temperate latitudes, is
hardly desirable.

Climate in housing, building and planning
Independence of the climate came with modern techniques of heating (and later
cooling) dwellings. The functionalists viewed the climate as an important source of
inspiration for form. The exterior climate and the outdoors were best experienced
through large windows. Creating a good indoor climate challenged heating technology and the engineers. Victor Olgyay, the architect and theoretician of climatic
planning, was influenced by functionalistic interest in the climate; he criticized its
results especially for indoor climate, which was less easy to master than the rapid
development of technology might have suggested, (Olgyay, 1963). Deeply inspired
by Huntington's theories of 'climatic energy' and by Darwin's theories of evolution,
he claimed that the climate should be planned with the help of nature, that is to say
based on theories from the natural sciences that proceeded from a systematic analysis
of climatic conditions on the spot. His goal was comfort out- and indoors, without
complicated technology. The problem was, and still is, to describe the microclimate
and the manner in which buildings change it. Olgyay made many enthusiastic
discoveries about climatic planning but his methodology was not easy to apply in
practice.
His criticism gained fresh life during the energy crisis of the mid 1970s. When
buildings are adapted to their local climatic conditions, heating them uses less
energy. Given a knowledge of how average local temperatures and winds vary, a
building can be sited suitably, for example towards the sun, and remedies applied to
create shelter from the wind and not to block cold-air flows and so on. The better the
shell of a building is insulated, the less relevant this adaptation to the climate is to the
use of energy. It can thus be said to be relatively more important in the planning of
outdoors surroundings.
At the time of the energy crisis, there was a culmination of criticism concerning
functionalistic planning in Sweden. This type of planning came to be associated with
a number of large-scale housing estates built during the Million Dwellings
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Programme in 1965-1974, when one million dwellings were built. Its immediate,
most obvious shortcomings were the external surroundings: shadows and turbulence
from high buildings, the hard surfaces making even fine weather unpleasantly hot, no
alleviating greenery. These surroundings had been planned for traffic, communications and children's games. Around 1970, many investigations confirmed that they
were used for this and nothing else (Carlestam, 1968, among others). They were
deadly dull. Jan Gehl's theories on external surroundings being people's most
important social spaces were widely accepted, (Gehl, 1971): he emphasized that
people look to their external surroundings for various degrees of contact, from just
observing others to speaking with them. Therefore people need other people
outdoors.
DEQDLE BEUM@ @MU @a DO@@
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Fig 1
Average number of people being out of doors in a
housing estate registered during a 10 minute period
by an automatic camera (Carlestam, 1968). The
observations were made during 90 randomly chosen
days from December to July. Weather data are
taken from the nearest meteorological station. The
'windiness scale' ranks the wind conditions observed
some 10 km away. It does not correspond to any
absolute scale such as Beaufort or the.scale in the
wind planning diagram explained later.
Nombre moyen de personnes se tenant en plein air
dans une zone residentielle; enregistre par une
camera automatique pendant une periode de 10
minutes (Carlestam, 1968). L'etude fut faite pendant
90 jours choisis au hasard, entre decembre et juillet.
Les donnees meteorologiquesont ete fournies par la
station la plus proche. L"echelle des vents' classe
les conditions obse~eesenviron 10 km plus loin. II
ne s'agit pas d'une echelle absolue comme celles de
Beaufort ou du diagramme discute plus bas.
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Fig 2
Children's outdoor activities o b s e ~ e din two different
high-rise housing estates in Stockholm at randomly
chosen times during a year (Bjorklid-Chu, 1974).
Activites de plein air pratiquees par des enfants
vivant dans deux cites residentielles de Stockholm, a
des moments choisis arbitrairement dans le courant
d'une meme annee (Bjijrklid-Chu, 1974).
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Investigations of external surroundings showed that weather and particularly wind,
temperature and season greatly affect how much time people spend out of doors.
The practical consequences dealt with the need for shelter from the climate but also
with a need to improve the microclimate, for example by creating places sheltered
from the wind. Using very simple observations, Gehl showed how differently sunny
and shady benches were used. Official norms, or rather recommendations, for
external surroundings began to be formulated in the late 1960s and drew attention to
the need for sunny outdoor areas (Statens Planverk, 1972). They had, in fact,
previously appeared in other official publications. To take advantage of the sun's
warmth, sunny playgrounds were prescribed for small children.
During the 1980s, a number of apartment buildings were furnished with glazed atria
conceived as heated meeting places provided free of charge for residents. Pleasantly
warm in autumn and spring, they tend to be too hot in summer and too cold in winter.
Interview studies have shown that residents like them but use them less than had
been expected, (Hammer, 1984, Norrby-Herdenfedt, 1989; Norrby, 1992).
Neighbourly contacts have not been affected; many residents say that they prefer to
go outside. I also investigated one such atrium in a central shopping and residential
quarter that has no natural external surroundings, (Westerberg, 1991b). This atrium
is frequently used by the tenants who have their own 'reserved' places in it. This
definitely has promoted contact among neighbours. A pleasant indoor temperature
throughout the year has also played an important role in its social success. Another
contributing factor is the absence of any natural outdoor alternative. But heating has
caused a 10%-rise in energy consumption (Glaumann, 1992).
Atria were intended to save energy, but most have saved very little. If an atrium in
Sweden is to maintain a pleasant climate throughout the year, more energy is
required than can be afforded in housing situations unless, as in the case I examined,
there are commercial tenants who can pay. Such atria are becoming increasingly
common on commercial premises. Sales rise when a pleasant indoor climate induces
people to stroll about, and open shop doors tempt them inside. The increasing
tendency to glaze commercial centres and similar public spaces, however, has begun
to arouse resistance because it makes outdoor life in the neighbourhood decline and it
always implies a restricted access and choice of activity.
The use of the outdoors is changing. It is used less and less for useful activities such
as beating carpets and drying laundry. Balconies once utilized mainly for airing and
storing things are now used socially and to relax on. In apartment-building areas,
children are increasingly fewer. Recent experience has shown, however, that adults
in apartment-building areas can be induced to be active out of doors, for example,.
when they are offered the use of garden plots, (Jarlov, 1982). Feeling physically
secure is an important aspect that later studies of the external surroundings have
emphasized. People go out to get a little air and to see others. The outdoors as
natural surroundings continue to be important: they provide a view or somewhere to
play (Berglund & Jergeby, 1989).
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The energy crisis aroused interest in ecological building and living. With regard to
climate, to build ecologically is to reduce the energy needed for heating, for example
by adapting buildings to local climatic conditions. Demands for indoor climatic
comfort are directly linked to environmental questions. Living more ecologically
means trying to use fewer resources - to practice husbandry, in short - and
perhaps to inspire life in general with new contents. It can entail, again, seeing
natural surroundings as useful, which makes a favourable cultivation climate
desirable. It can also further natural values in general, for example, making better
outdoor use of the weather and the seasons, or perhaps even adapting indoor living to
this.
The image of city life is a 'southern' one. It does not accept that the Swedish climate
empties streets and squares for most of the year, and that social life proceeds indoors
in organized forms. Where Montesquieu saw benefits, Swedish architects and
planners tend to see climatically induced social handicaps - formality, seriousness,
reticence - that have to be overcome by planning for social contact, i.e., by creating
opportunities for children to experience grownups in different activities and
neighbours to identify each other. Atria or enlarged entrances with flowers and
benches and shared greenhouses for private cultivation in housing estates can be seen
as examples of these efforts to make residents spend more time outside their own
front doors. The tendency to see the cold climate as a restriction rather than a
possibility, however, seems to be even stronger in North America with its numerous
glazed over or subterranean city centres where people will not depend on season and
weather. We are still a step or two behind in Scandinavia, but I also think that we are
culturally better adapted to living in a cold climate. We ought to consider this more
seriously and emphasize the seasonal changes that are really the greatest quality of
our climate. The changing weather is a continuous source of stimulation and rhythm
in city life - even without crowds of people. An important aspect of climatic
planning in our climate is therefore to make cities inviting and beautiful even when
the streets are empty. It is a difficult task, since people are usually more interesting
than architecture. Creating a visually and climatically pleasant environment means
choosing moderate dimensions for buildings and open spaces and integrating natural
elements that reflect the seasonal changes.
Thermal comfort

Climatic planning begins with a knowledge of how human beings react to the
thermal climate. This is fundamental to making detailed plans for the outdoors and
indoors. Thermal comfort implies a subjective perception of the climate as warm or
cool enough; in other words the climate should not be noticed at all or should be
experienced as neutral in terms of comfort. These perceptions depend on what we
wear or do and on the surrounding thermal climate: air temperature, solar radiation,
humidity and wind. They correspond to approximately quantifiable physiological
reactions and more or less unconscious bodily movements.
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Scales of comfort are built on subjective assessments, measurement of various
physiological reactions and theoretic calculations. Varying far more than the
measurement of physiological reactions does, subjective assessments differ greatly
between individuals and times, but most of all because they depend on climate and
culture. A comparative investigation showed comfort conditions varying between
15°C and 33°C according to field studies done in various parts of the world since the
1930s (Humphreys, 1976). It was shown that an indoor temperature to which people
are accustomed is always preferred to a theoretically ideal temperature. So, too, is a
temperature they can afford.
The Fanger PMV scale, often used to evaluate indoor climate, is a means of
calculating the probability that the climate will be felt as neutral in terms of comfort
within different intervals of temperature (Fanger, 1970). Other well-known indoor
climate researchers, such as David Wyon, disagree with this type of prediction,
saying it is important that people can regulate their own microclimate, because their
preferences differ so widely. A high temperature demands much energy in a cold
climate. An individually chosen indoor climate can sometimes reduce energy use
when people choose a lower temperature than the standard. This can also entail the
use of complicated technology that needs space, maintenance and other resources on
its own account. This facility can make people over-choosy, which emphasizes even
more the importance of a neutral climate. In a new Swedish office building with
individual heating and cooling facilities it turned out that people often choose heating
and cooling at the same time, which of course means excessive energy costs.
Unfortunately, cooling is now common standard in new office buildings in Sweden,
whereas in fact any need for cooling can be ascribed to poor climatic design.
There are relatively many comfort scales but few can be used directly out of doors.
A precise scale is not really needed because it is very hard precisely to describe
outdoor comfort. In any event, people are well able consciously or not to adapt in
what they wear and do outdoors, and to what the weather is. The microclimate can
vary rapidly and within small areas in clear windy weather. Calculating outdoor
temperature variations is difficult. Temperature variations and the thermal climate,
however, depend greatly on sun and wind. Thus, mere variations between sunshine
and shade, windy and sheltered, sufficiently describe comfort variations. The
outdoors in Sweden is rarely too warm.
Large qualitative improvements of outdoor comfort could be achieved in certain
circumstances, namely in fine, sunny weather. As a rule of thumb, when the air
temperature is above 10°C, a sunny spot can be good to sit in if it is sheltered. Were
this generally so, the Swedish 'outdoor season' (for sitting activities) could be twice
as long as it is. This says much of the importance of solar warmth. Planning the
outdoor climate therefore invariably means providing as much sunshine and shelter
as possible. Working out where sunshine falls is easy, and arranging shelter for a
limited outdoor area is generally possible, even though one may sometimes have to
sacrifice a view.
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Fig 3
Mean maximum temperatures chosen to define the
outdoor season' for sitting and relaxing. The mean
maximum occurs around three o'clock in the afternoon.
Average daily temperatures are less useful for the
evaluation of comfort conditions. Supposing the comfort
limit for sitting activities in wind sheltered places is 11°C in
full sunshine and 20°C in the shade, the 'outdoor season'
of a sunny place is almost three times longer than that of a
shady one according to temperatures in Stockholm in
1971.
Temperatures maximum moyennes definissant la 'saison
de plein air' durant laquelle on peut s'asseoir et se
detendre dehors. La moyenne maximum se situe aux
environs de trois heures de I'apres-midi. Les moyennes
de temperature journaliere sont moins utiles sur le plan de
la definition de conditions confortables. Supposant que
des temperatures de 11°C en plein soleil et de 20°C a
I'ombre permettent de pratiquer des activites en position
assise de maniere confortable, les endroits ensoleilles
offrent une 'saison de plein air' presque trois fois plus
longue que celle trouvee dans des emplacements situes a
I'ombre (ceci en fonction des temperatures enregistrees a
Stockholm en 1971).
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There is no method to quantify the effect of the
whole thermal outdoor environment in terms of
comfort. A qualitative analysis of thermal
properties such as surface inclination and
orientation, absorbtivity /reflectivity, thermal
capacity, conductivity and water content,
however, is very instructive. It explains what we
may already know intuitively influences the
thermal environment - i.e. why a wooden
bench feels colder when it is hot and warmer
when it is cold than a stone bench, and why the
shadow of a tree is warmer than the shadow of a
building.
Aucune methode n'existe, qui permette de
quantifier les effets des environnements de plein
air en termes de confort. Mais une analyse des
proprietes thermales telles la pente et
I'orientation de surface, I'absorptivite et la
reflectivite, la capacite thermale, la conductivite
et I'humidite, fournit des indications precieuses.
Elle explique des aspects dont nous savons
intuitivement qu'ils influencent I'environnement
thermal - c'est-a-dire, par exemple, pourquoi
lorsqu'il fait chaud un banc de bois semble avoir
une temperature plus basse qu'un banc de pierre
et inversement, et pourquoi l'ombre d'un arbre
est plus 'chaude' que I'ombre d'un b5timent.
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Wind environment
Physically, we feel the wind partly as a coolant, partly as a dynamic force; these
effects can be expressed in terms of wind comfort. The wind can be heard and seen.
In addition, the wind affects buildings by forcibly ventilating them and as a wind
load. It carries pollution, dust, snow and rain, and this also affects the wind environment. When planning with reference to wind, different aims can conflict with one
another. Research on wind and people has concentrated on establishing what wind
speed is dangerous, i.e., the speed at which people get blown over and expensive
accidents occur. Poor planning can be costly. Wind gusts may reach double the
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mean speed and this has to be taken into account. This is of great importance when
considering wind comfort too. But what speeds are considered acceptable? There is
no generally accepted way of expressing wind speeds integrating turbulence, neither
in terms of comfort nor safety. Different experts apply different criteria; much
depends on methods and instruments of measurement.
The effect of winds on buildings depends partly on how exposed their site is, partly
on their form. Large lumpy buildings cause wind problems even on unexposed sites.
If a building is exposed, the planner should first determine the degree of windiness,
and then take steps to reduce wind speed and minimize turbulence. In principle,
meteorological statistics do not describe local wind conditions, which can vary very
greatly. Measurements can be made on-site.
A method to estimate windiness in terms of median velocities was developed by SIB;
it uses a 'wind-comfort scale' to describe the effects of wind on people (Glaumann &
Westerberg, 1988; Glaumann, 1992). The method requires maps and some diagrams
but no measurements, statistics or extensive calculation. The estimation starts from
'basic wind speeds' for each of eight directions. They are the same over large
regions within Sweden. The method is not valid outside Sweden without
modification. The basic wind speeds are reduced by reference to surface roughness
in each wind direction. The significance of surface roughness declines with distance
from the site up to about 1000 km. In its immediate vicinity, topography as well as
the height of existing or presumed buildings must be accounted for. Eventually a
mean annual wind speed results for each of eight directions of wind. In principle,
seasonal and even various diurnal velocities can be worked out. Each median
velocity is then assessed on a four-point scale in the wind planning diagram, with
matching remedies for each point. Should an assessed velocity be off scale, special
attention must be applied: for example, expert advice or wind-tunnel studies. Even
if a site is not windy, balconies and other outdoor places should always be given
shelter from the wind.

Is this method relevant to people's opinions and feelings about windiness? It ignores
air temperature or general exposure to wind, or rain and snow that undeniably make
any wind much more unpleasant. Perhaps the wind has other symbolic values that
offset its unpleasantness? In Sweden, housing estates and other built-up areas
perhaps do not differ enough for such an imprecise method to make calculations
worthwhile? To address these issues, I conducted interviews and questionnaire
surveys in housing estates in the North, centre and South of Sweden where I also
investigated solar access (see below; Westerberg, 1989). Although the results
support a belief that wind comfort can be graded in terms of calculated median wind
speeds, this scarcely proves anything. People's answers and especially their
spontaneous comments showed that, while they feel that the wind can be variously
unpleasant, it is tolerated and even taken for granted in a place with a view of the sea.
No one likes gusts of wind on a desolate stretch of concrete parking deck. The wind
is thus perceived in context. A tentative conclusion would be that turbulence caused
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by unsuitable buildings is disliked much more than blustery winds on hilltops or in
natural maritime settings with extensive views: these give the wind a positive
symbolic value.
P~EGATOQQ
@a aacfia WOMBOMES
Fig 5
A method has been developed to estimate windiness in
terms of median velocities in eight directions and to
propose suitable means to reduce wind speed in
eneral and avoid problems over limited areas
Glaumann & Westerberg, 1988; Glaumann, 1992).
The result is shown in a "wind planning diagram".
"Very windy" in any direction means that extra
measures have to be taken; a wind tunnel study may
be called for to study entrance and communication
areas. In "windy" places vegetation and topography
have to be employed for wind shelter. A few rows of
trees reduce the wind speed over large areas.
Buildings shelter each other if not too wide apart.
Building distances of 5-8 building heights provide
sufficiently sunny and sheltered courtyards, preferably
with some trees for shading and keeping the wind at a
higher level. Even in "not windy" places, sitting
activities outdoors need to be sheltered. A tight
windbreak reduces the average wind speed efficiently
over a limited area, but turbulence occurs behind the
edges. A slightly permeable windbreak reduces the
wind speed less but over a larger area and with less
turbulence. The direction of the natural wind varies all
the time. The L- shape takes care of that. Permeable
edges prevent turbulence behind a tight wind-break.

a STARTING
POINTBASE WIND VELOCITl€S

?

Une methode a ete developpee, qui permet d'estimer
la velocitie moyenne du vent dans huit directions et
propose des moyens adequats de reduire sa vitesse
globale et d'eviter les problemes qu'il cause dans des
zones limitees (Glaumann & Westerberg, 1988;
Glaumann, 1992). Les resultats de I'analyse sont
resumes en un "diagramme de planification du vent".
Le qualificatif "tres expos$ dans une direction ou
I'autre implique que des mesures particulieres doivent
6tre prises; il peut s'averer utile d'utiliser un tunnel pour
etudier les zones d'entree et de transmission du vent.
Aux endroits "venteux", des vegetaux et la topographie
peuvent servir de protection contre le vent. Quelques
rangees d'arbres ralentissent la vitesse du vent sur de
larges sufaces.
Les bdtiments se protegent
mutuellement s'ils sont assez proches les uns des
autres. Une distance equivalent a 5-8 fois la hauteur
du batiment permet d'inclure des cours suffisamment
ensoleillees et protegees; on leur ajoutera quelques
arbres qui apportent de I'ombre et maintiennent le vent
en hauteur. Les activites de plein air en position assise
doivent pouvoir se faire a I'abri, meme dans les
endroits "non-venteux". Un pare-vent relativement
etanche reduit efficacement la vitesse du vent sur une
surface limitee, mais des turbulences se produisent en
ses extremites. Un systeme un peu moins etanche
reduit moins la vitesse du vent, mais a des effets sur
une surface plus etendue et sans que cette reduction
s'accompagne de turbulences. La direction naturelle
du vent varie constamment; un systeme en L permet
de tenir compte de cet aspect. Pour eviter I'effet de
turbulence introduit par un systeme etanche, on peut
diminuer I'etancheite de ses bords.
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Solar access
A demand for 5 hours of theoretical sunshine at equinox has featured, and been
variously justified, in Swedish planning for nearly 50 years. The functionalists held
that sunshine was aesthetically and hygienically valuable: their first consideration
was that it had a bactericidal effect. This was later found to be practically lost when
it passes through glass. An investigation by Holm & Pleijel & Ronge in 1965
established that cleaning is as effective from a hygienic point of view (Holm, Pleijel
& Ronge, 1965). Their conclusion was that sunshine is primarily pleasant. Up to the
1970s, the main thing was to get sunshine into dwellings.
In an official investigation carried out in the 1950s, sunlight in dwellings was
discussed intensively, with particular reference to its consequences for urban
planning (SOU, 1954, 31). Suburbs were then not very densely built and, to give
individual dwellings their 5 hours of sunshine, it was just necessary correctly to plan
and orientate them. The solar-value diagram was a simple means of assessing the
mean annual duration of sunshine from different points of the compass. It ignored
latitude and shadows from surroundings. A dwelling's 'solar value' is the mean of
its rooms' 'solar values', approximately the same as the theoretical annual mean
number of hours of sunshine reaching the window. The requirements differ
depending on types of apartment. In principle, they remained in force until the new
planning-and-building law, PBL, came into force in 1987. A recent official
publication recommends that balconies and exterior places should be accessible to
sunshine for 5 hours between 0900 and 1700 at equinox (Boverket, 1991). Kitchen
or living room should have 4 hours of sun at this time of year, or as an alternative 5
hours added together.
In about 1970, interest shifted from the internal arrangement to the external
surroundings of dwellings: thus 5 hours of sunshine was required for small
children's playgrounds. This had been stated officially but had attracted little
attention. At merely moderate levels of density, it was enough to be aware of it when
orienting balconies and outdoor places or when locating benches and sandpits. At
higher densities, this was not sufficient: but how can outdoor sunlight be
investigated when the simple solar-value diagram is inadequate?
As early as the1940s, Gunnar Pleijel, the internationally recognized architect who
pioneered this subject, had developed a sun-path diagram with accompanying means
of plotting shadows in the form of a shadow protractor (Pleijel, 1954; Glaumann,
1976). This can be used to study shadows from a given point, for example a park
bench or a window, throughout the day or year. This method is relatively simple and
became known internationally; but it is not used often. I S 0 curves can show the
maxima of theoretical hours of sunshine for a site, but doing this by hand for
complicated groups of buildings takes time. A method of rapidly investigating the
number of hours of sunshine at equinox has been developed at SIB: a sunshineplanning diagram (Westerberg, 1991a). Sundials are used to set the direction of the
sunlight in a model. Model studies are most suited to demonstrations and to the
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earlier stages of planning work. They are difficult to evaluate in terms of the
accumulated effects. Computer models have a great potential. Computer programs
and photometric techniques partly based on Pleijel's methods are used for mapping
solar access in the whole downtown area in some North American cities where legal
rights and obligations as to sunshine and sunlight are complicated (Bryan &
Stuebing, 1986; Bosselman, 1991).
Almost anywhere in Sweden, any demand for winter sunlight might seem
extravagant, but sunshine in spring is indispensable. But why these 5 hours between
nine in the morning and five in the afternoon? What is a reasonable aim? Just how
far apart should dwellings be spaced in a town? Of course, in principle, they should
receive and be surrounded by sunlight, but planners frequently point out that not
everyone wants sunshine everywhere all the time: it is as valuable to have a view of
a sunlit prospect. Rooms and even balconies can be far too hot in summer.
Fig 6
Solar access is usuallv defined as a aeometrical
problem. In swede; criteria for sdar access
indoors and outdoors are formulated as potential
amount of sunshine at equinox. 5 hours of
sunshine between 9 and 17 is considered to be
satisfactorv for balconies and oublic and ~ r i v a t e
outdoor oraces for sittinu and small chiidren's
playing. 'Roughly the s a k e criteria are applied
indoors - 4 hours in kitchen or living room or 5
hours altogether. The "sunshine planning
diagram" is the simplest means to establish
solar access at different points in a physical
plan. The diagram indicates the length of
shadows from obstacles of different heights at
different times of the day at equinox. A diagram
with shadow lengths in accordance to the scale
and the height of the shading objects is easy to
construct for the solar geometry at equinox, but
e be desianed for anv lime of the
in ~
. r i n c i ~itl can
year. (For more d e t i l e d information, see
Westerberg, 1991a)

.

En aeneral. la notion d'ensoleillement est
conGderee'comme un probleme de type
geometrique. En Suede, les criteres utilises
pour definir la quantite de soleil atteignant
I'interieur ou I'exterieur d'un bltiment sont
formules en termes d'ensoleillement potentiel a
I'equinoxe. On considere comme acceptable un
ensoleillement de 5 heures entre 9 et 17h, ceci
pour les balcons et les espaces exterieurs
publics et prives incluant des bancs ou des
places de jeux pour enfants en bas Lge. Des
criteres similaires sont utilises pour les espaces
interieurs - 4 heures dans la cuisine ou le
sejour ou 5 heures au total. Le "diagramme de
planification de I'ensoleillement" represente un
moyen tres simple de mesurer cet
ensoleillement en differents points d'une
surface. I1 indique la longueur des ombres
projetees par des obstacles de hauteurs variees
a differents moments de la journee, a I'equinoxe.
II est facile d'elaborer un diagramme montrant la
longueur des ombres en fonction d'une echelle
et de la hauteur des objets projetant cette
ombre; il peut mettre en evidence la geometrie
solaire a I'equinoxe, mais peut egalement 6tre
elabore pour n'importe quel moment de I'annee
(pour plus de details, voir Westerberg, 1991a).
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To investigate the relevance of demands for 'solar values' expressed as a theoretical
number of hours of sunshine at equinox, I asked in the study mentioned above
questions about sunlight on balconies and in private and public outdoor places
(Westerberg, 1991). The results showed quite clearly that, for balconies, most people
reckoned 5 hours of sunshine at equinox was neither too much nor too little, but just
right; more sun was disliked but less was disliked even more. The relative
importance of sunshine in different rooms was given as: most important, the
balcony, then the kitchen and living room; sunshine in bedrooms was assessed as not
particularly essential. This general assessment was similar for the various latitudes
studied: 56" in the South, 60" in the centre and 66" towards the North. At these
latitudes, the 5 hours' requirement would entail buildings being separated by 3 , 4 and
nearly 5 times their height respectively. Solar demands thus justify a regional
differentiation in the form and layout of built-up areas.

Fig 7

H W U M P @ ~ A N VOS o o o o
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SUNSHINE

WIND SHELTER

People's opinions on the microclimate in and
around their own dwelling were investigated in a
comparative study of microclimate in housing
estates in different parts of Sweden (Westerberg,
1989). Questionnaires were sent to all residents.
The response rate was around 80 %, decreasing
with the age of the residents. The diagrams
illustrate the answers from 250 residents in
Malmo (56"N), Gavle (60°N) and Lulea (66"N).
The upper d~agramshows the residents' opinions
on the importance of daylight, sunshine and wind
conditions in and around a dwelling in general.
The lower diagram shows judgments on solar
access to their own balcony or private patio as a
function of potential hours of sunshine at equinox,
and approximate time for sunshine.
On a effectue une etude comparant I'idee que se
font les gens du micro-climat dans leur
environnement proche et le micro-climat
enregistre dans des zones residentielles situees
dans differentes regions de la Suede
(Westerberg, 1989). Un questionnaire fut envoye
a tous les habitants; environ 80% d'entre eux y
repondirent, dont une plus large proportion de
jeunes. Le diagramme illustre les reponses
fournies par 250 habitants de Malmo (56"N),
Gavle (60°N) et LuleA (66"N).
Sa partie
superieure montre I'importance attribuee par les
habitants a la lumiere du jour, I'ensoleillement et
les conditions de vent par rapport a
I'environnement interieur et exterieur. Dans la
partie inferieure sont montrees leurs evaluations
de I'ensoleillement trouve sur leur propre balcon
ou patio en fonction du nombre potentiel d'heures
d'ensoleillement a I'equinoxe et d'une duree
approximative.

RESIDENTS'

OPINIONS ON

s @ & a R&6833 TQ

BAkCQMOdS

WITN RESPECT TO CALCULATED POTENTIAL
AMOVUT OF AND TIME FOR S U N S H l N E

The hygienic value of sunshine was what first attracted attention and justified
planning with reference to sunlight. Today knowledge has advanced and conditions
have changed. More is known about how bodily rhythms relate to diurnal and annual
variations in the length of daylight. The link between solar radiation and cancer is
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clear. At the same time, the ozone layer in the atmosphere that filters out radiation
continues to get thinner. This is already harming human beings and animals in the
southern hemisphere.
Symbolically, Swedes regard sunlight as one-sidedly good, but they may not
necessarily go on doing so. In future, perhaps, we will worry about cumulated totals
of exposure to solar radiation, and take more trouble in planning for shade at other
times of year than high summer.

Climatic planning in practice
A study of climate - as defined by the criteria for sun and wind, in a selection of
urban plans from 1969 (right in the middle of the Million Dwellings Programme) showed that poor climatic-conditions were caused by large, high houses ( ~ c h l ~ t &
er
Bucht, 1976); these results may have been predicted. Demands for solar values set
limits to building density, but density was not the prime cause of climatic problems
in housing areas: excessive scales were. More building during the 1980s led to
increased
Fig 8
The physics of climatic planning are simple: high density =
dark and shady, high buildings = windy. Summary of climatic
planning during the 20th century: the old industrial city before
1930 - dark and shady inside and outside; scattered three
storey houses in the 40s and 50s - light and sunny inside
and outside; high-rise buildings of the 60s and 70s -rather
light and sunny inside and very windy outside; postmodern
80s and 90s - dark and shady inside as well as outside, i.e.
climatically back to where we started.
Les donnees physiques de la planification du climat sont
simples: haute densite = sombre et ombrage; bdtiments
eleves = beaucoup de vent. Pour le 20e siecle cette
planification peut se resumer comme suit: anciennes villes
industrielles d'avant 1930 -sombre et ombrage a I'interieur
comme a I'exterieur; bdtiments disperses a trois etages des
annees 40 et 50 - lumiere et ensoleillement a I'interieur
comme a I'exterieur; hauts bdtiments des annees 60 et 70 assez de lumiere et d'ensoleillement a I'interieur, beaucoup
de vent a I'exterieur; epoque postmoderne (annees 80 et 90)
-sombre et ombragee dedans et dehors, donc un retour au
point de depart.

density. Even suburbs were to be given urban forms. Dense residential blocks
within a grid system enclosing courtyards came back into fashion but, with this form
and its ensuing densities, it is hard to expose all exterior spaces and surroundings,
and all balconies, to a satisfactory amount of sunshine. This high density, often
coupled with the architects' lack of interest for solar and daylight matters, has led to
unnecessarily poor sunshine conditions. A further examination of urban plans
(Bjorklund & Lidmar, 1991) done almost 20 years after the one mentioned above,
indicates clearly that building more densely and in a more urban style has worsened
sunshine conditions. Most people, including even those who prefer the urban style,
like sunlight and sheltered places. Planners should thus ensure that dense urban
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layouts locate sunshine and snug sheltered places where they are most wanted,
applying a principle of efficiency and economy. With respect to sun and wind,
existing planning methods and criteria could be used much more than they are. In
perhaps just such contexts, the simplest design-aids and criteria can do most good.
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Fig 9
An ordinary example of climatic planning: Which alternative is better from an environmental climatic point of
view - houses on or in between the north sloping wooded ridges? The plan shows buildings on the ridges,
which was considered to be the better solution, since solar access would be unsatisfactory in the other
alternative. Special attention has to be paid to solar access in this alternative too, because the ridges are
sloping to the north. The sun-path diagrams show at what date and time of day the sun may theoretically shine
at three points in the above plan. Point A represents a playground, point B is situated in the middle of a group
of houses and point C near the entrance of a multi-family house. Housing on the edges means windiness
around the houses where most of the trees have to be taken down. Footpaths and playgrounds, however, get
sheltered positions in the valleys. Median wind velocities have been estimated for a hilltop position with no
trees within a radius of 100 m, approximately representing the experienced windiness around the windiest
corner. For comparison, median wind velocities were calculated for a reference point in another place, familiar
to the planners.
Cette illustration fournit un exemple ordinaire de planification climatique: du point de vue du climat trouve dans
I'environnement, quelie est la meilleure solution - de situer les bltiments sur ou entre les cretes boisees
donnant au nord? Le plan montre que I'on a considere la solution consistant a construire les bgtiments sur les
cretes comme la meilleure, car permettant un meilleur ensoleillement. Mais mdme pour cette solution des
problemes se posent car les cretes sont inclinees vers le nord. Les diagrammes d'ensoleillement montrent
quand et a quel moment de la journee le soleil devrait frapper trois points du plan precedent.
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The plan shows part of a housing estate with too high
buildings, up to six stories, meant to be built in Halmstad, a
medium sized town in the south of Sweden (less than 100
000 inhabitants). The I S 0 curves indicate number of
hours of sunshine at ground level. A more detailed study
showed that half of the balconies get less than 5 hours of
sunshine, a fact that the municipal planners used as an
argument to persuade the builder to reduce the building
height.
Ce plan montre un segment de zone residentielle incluant
des bdtiments trop eleves (jusqu'a six etages), devant stre
construite a Halmstad, une ville rnoyenne (moins de 100
000 habitants) situee au sud de la Suede. La courbe IS0
indique le nombre d'heures d'ensoleillement au niveau du
sol. Une etude plus detaillee montra que la moitie des
balcons seraient ensoleilles pendant moins de cinq heures
par jour; les responsables municipaux utiliserent cet
argument pour convaincre les constructeurs de reduire la
hauteur des bdtiments.

9

The market-oriented housing construction that is being introduced into Sweden
presupposes that consumers can assess all the qualities of a building - before
signing the contract. Just as floor area and fixtures and fittings are named in this
context, a dwelling's solar access or solar values could be stated, too, for example as
hours of sunlight at equinox. Such a declaration could also serve to define the
deterioration suffered by an existing area as a result of further construction.
Conspicuously high and otherwise spectacular central buildings have often caused
wind problems that could have been avoided. The method of estimating median
wind speeds makes it possible to detect them on the drawing board. The wind
comfort scale offers a standard for making assessments; levels of ambition can
always be discussed and altered.

Fig 11
An 'urban window' proposed in a plan for a new
housing estate on the top of a hill, looking out on
the water and the old central parts of Stockholm
(proposal from Brunnberg & Forshed in 1990).
The picture shows many climatic mistakes, such
as the balconies and benches in an unavoidably
draughty passage through a long continuous
building at the edge of a steep hilltop. The idea
of a window in this position, however, cannot be
altogether dismissed. Windiness and view are
inseparable in many cases. The view may even
render the wind a positive symbolic value in this
position - wind and view are the spirit of the
place.
Une 'fenstre urbaine' inclue a une proposition de
plan pour une zone residentielle situee au
sommet d'une colline, avec vue sur la riviere et
la vieille ville de Stockholm (proposition de
Brunnberg & Forshed, 1990). Cette image met
en evidence de nombreuses erreurs, par
exemple, des balcons et des bancs places le
long d'un passage plein de courants d'air cree
par un long bdtiment situe au bord d'une colline
!res en pente. Pourtant, I'idee d'installer une
fen6tre' a cet endroit n'est pas entierement
fausse. Dans de nombreux cas, on est oblige
d'accepter le vent si I'on veut avoir une belle
vue. II se peut m6me que cette vue fournisse
alors une valeur symbolique positive au vent vent et vue devenant I'esprit du lieu.
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The ideology of natural ecological cycles and architectural theory inspired by
phenomenology, of which the key concept is genius loci - the spirit of a place -,
both take account of local conditions in considering climatic and other natural
features. Both, too, seek inspiration and knowledge from analyses of climate and
traditional buildings. In architectural theory the important principle is form and
visual perception; for the ecologist it promotes good husbandry. When planning
either energy use or visual form, the point of departure must be an analysis of
problems. The wind, a dynamic force acting upon people and their buildings, leads
to greater use of energy, evens out airborne pollution, but can generate useful power.

Fig 12
A proposed 'multi-purpose-house' in LuleA (66"N) designed by Ralph Erskine, who follows intuition rather than
elaborate methods of climatic planning. The result, however, is a built form that catches the low sun and gives
shelter from the wind. The uneven roof contour and the small burldings in the yard break the turbulence and
stop the wind from sweeping the ground. Sun and wind have been present during the whole planning process:
they motivated a personal form, typical for Ralph Erskine and our time.
Un 'batiment polyvalent' projete a LuleA (66"N) par Ralph Erskine, un architecte utilisant son intuition plutBt que
des rnethodes elaborees de planification du climat. II reussit pourtant a developper une forme construite qui
capte le soleil et protege du vent. La
silhouette irreguliere du toit et les petits
bhtiments situes dans I'arriere-cour coupent les turbulences et empechent le vent
-de deferler au niveau du sol. Le soleil et le
vent ont ete integres a I'ensemble du
processus de planification; ils inspirerent
-'P
une forme concrete tres personnelle, typiotre epoque.
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Sunshine can be considered from different angles. What are the climatic values to be
established? According to which criteria shall they be assessed? For houses to stand
firmly in exposed places, the wind is the spirit that demands subordination.
However, in most places in Sweden winds are moderate and demands made with
respect to wind are not self-evident. Especially with regard to sunshine, form closely
follows the conditions we ourselves formulate. In time, these conditions change and,
in giving form to what is built, the inspiring spirit is less that of place than of time.

Concluding remarks
To be able more actively to plan and design with respect to local climatic conditions,
more knowledge of climatology is needed than most architects acquire as students.
More pedagogical methods are also needed; they should constantly be developed in
the light of practice. Their simplicity should be weighed against their precision and
flexibility, and their ability to generate information. Predetermined criteria can
measure and evaluate certain aspects of the climate, but others - in my terms,
symbolism and symbolic values that are subjective and vary with time, place,
individuals and communities - can be assessed only in context. More profound
knowledge of what different people in different situations experience as climatically
pleasant, useful and meaningful could improve the architects' general assessments:
such knowledge could be obtained from empirical studies, with particular reference
to the climate and to how people interact with their natural surroundings. Were such
studies made, they could arouse an interest in climatic matters, which is the first
precondition for consciously planning to take them into account.
Rising comfort demands contribute to increasing energy use and environmental
pollution. Climatic planning in terms of improved outdoor comfort conditions and a
more efficient use of energy indoors is necessary. Rising comfort demands,
however, is a welfare problem, and in our part of the world we have to seriously
consider new perspectives on man and climate, integrating health and life style,
housing standards and energy use. One starting point could be a geographical and
historical comparison of the relation between climate and housing. Analysis of
vernacular architecture has contributed much to theory and practice in the field of
climatic planning. More information could be acquired about the development of
(thermal and general) comfort demands. In these respects, contemporary housing in
different climates is a less common area of study. Humphreys' comparative study of
thermal comfort may inspire further investigation of climate and comfort demands,
housing design and dwelling use. In terms of physical activity, how does everyday
life relate to indoor and outdoor climate? What about health? It seems that many of
us would benefit from more physical activity, perhaps as stimulated by the climate.
How has climate affected design, building regulations and the use of dwellings? At
the Royal Institute of Technology, we are launching a research project comparing the
design and use of contemporary European housing. This project will include indoor
and outdoor climate as an important explanatory factor.
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